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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards 

High pressure and dry conditions will continue to dominate the forecast. Towards the end of the week a low-pressure 
system over the continent will lead to a tightening pressure gradient and elevated conditions with easterly moderate 
winds turning to be out of the southeast and increase up to strong speeds in the western Gulf. Seas will also increase 
back up to 6-8 feet. Elevated conditions will spread across the Gulf throughout the weekend as an additional low-
pressure system moves north of the Gulf. Currently none of the cold fronts are expected to lead to rain or 
thunderstorms in the Gulf. Shower and storm chances may return back across the region for next week.

Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High-pressure has settled in over the Gulf leading to clear and calm conditions. Strong northerly breezes will become 
fresh and then moderate overnight. For Wednesday, high-pressure will continue dominating the region with quiet, 
calm conditions expected. Some isolated light showers may work their way into the region but nothing hazardous is 
expected. East to southeasterly gentle to low-end moderate winds will be seen across the region along with 4-5 foot 
seas for both today and tomorrow.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart

Day 3 Surface Chart Day 4 Surface Chart
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